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Living it up in trendy Taipei
From youth fashion and karaoke sessions to live street demonstrations, the Taiwanese capital offers abundant choices, Joanne Poh finds out
WHETHER you visit Taipei with best friends or prefer the freedom of solo wandering, the chatty, the inquisitive inhabitants of Taiwan’s capital will ensure
that you are never alone.
In stark contrast with the brusque, businesslike
demeanour with which tourists are often met in other
Chinese cities, visitors to Taiwan are likely to be taken
off-guard by the open, gregarious personalities of
many of its residents.
One can barely walk into a shop without being
chatted up by a curious salesgirl who just cannot believe you are spending more than five days in Taipei.
She will also share with you her observations on the
personal style of Singaporean tourists and throws in
a compliment before offering you a discount on the
scarf you’re eyeing.

Teenage dream

Forget Taipei 101, Ximending — a popular shopping district — is infinitely more compelling. Walk
through the area commonly referred to as the Harajuku of Taipei to get an idea of what it’s like to be a

member of Taiwan’s youth brigade. Ximending
is where hordes of young Taiwanese head to each
evening, bathed in the warm glow of neon signboards
and pulsing city lights.
Even if you don’t fancy an enormous Doraemon
plush toy or a Jay Chou poster, there’s plenty to see
and do. A multitude of shops offer youth fashion in
the distinctive cutesy style that is endemic to Taiwan
and these outlets are patronised by youngsters hoping to recreate the sugary ensembles of the latest star
to grace Taiwan’s entertainment scene.
Karaoke, or KTV as it is better known here, is
hugely popular and readily available at Ximending.
As any self-respecting Mandopop aficionado would
know, the music industry and the karaoke industry in
Taiwan are inextricably intertwined.
You’ll even stand a chance of rubbing shoulders
with the very singers who appear in the KTV videos.
Taiwanese pop starlets such as Rainie Yang have been
known to frequent KTV parlours in Taipei to hone
their vocal skills.
Games arcades and manga stores abound and have
faithfully served as the boredom-busting saviours of

many a Taiwanese teenager.
Perhaps more intriguing than these establishments are their wacky patrons. It is not uncommon to
see girls in doll-like makeup comprising no less than
three layers of false eyelashes. Occasionally, you may
even spot one or two individuals majestically decked
out in full cosplay attire.

Whispers by the sea

Just a 30-minute ride from the city, Danshui is a river
town with a rustic charm. The pace of life screeches
to a halt with the arrival of the train at the Danshui
station.
One of the town’s main draws is undoubtedly its
stunning waterfront. Set prettily against the backdrop of the mountain Guanyinshan, the riverside
walk has been privy to the coy whispers of many a
starry-eyed couple.
Once the skies darken, the Danshui waterfront
comes alive with a cacophony of funfair games,
knick knack stalls and the gloriously pungent
scent of stinky tofu.

Are those spiders or eyelashes?

Fear factor

Visitors looking for cheap thrills can head to the
Huaxi Street Tourist Night Market, also ominously
known as Snake Alley, where the blood of snakes is
packaged in various forms such as wine and sold as a
delicacy believed to bring health benefits.
You don’t have to actually imbibe this frightening beverage to get a good scare. The massive live python stretching languidly across the cold tiled floor will see to that.
Standing nonchalantly by the snake, a stallholder
extols the benefits of a tasty helping of snake’s blood.
He gestures toward a glass tank in which another serpent is stagnantly coiled beside a smaller container of
live mice. Hoisting one of the mice out by its tail, he
dangles the struggling rodent over the snake in the
tank as he continuously tries to cajole a horrified audience into purchasing the gruesome beverage.
The crowd stares transfixed at the wriggling mouse, almost forgetting about the python lying two metres away.
This goes on for a good 10 minutes, surely the longest, and
possibly last moments of the wretched mouse’s life.
No, there is never a dull moment in Taipei.

Lovers’ bridge at Danshui.

Danshui is a picturesque delight just a
30-minute train ride away from Taipei.

The popular shopping district
Ximending in all its neon glory.

Insider’s tips

n Wear comfortable shoes to explore the many
night markets that open late into the night.
n Taiwanese snacks such as smelly tofu, shaved
ice and fried chicken are be enjoyed at the
night markets.
n Buy an EasyCard for convenient travel on the
bus and train network.
n Make time for the Taroko Gorge National
Park, a breathtaking canyon surrounded by
towering cliffs, and just a few hours away
from Taipei by train.
n Bring an umbrella or raincoat, as Taipei has
a semi-tropical climate with intermittent rain
from February to April.
n Put your shyness away as Taipei’s residents
are friendly and chatty.

Watch your step
when you visit
the aptly named
Snake Alley.
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